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US LAND APPLICATIONS FILED FOR
TWO SOLAR TOWER DEVELOPMENT SITES
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ASX Code: EVM
US OTC Code: EVOMY

EnviroMission has filed two land applications in the US for two prospective Solar Tower power
station developments.
The sites, now formally earmarked in Arizona, each total 5,500 acres (2225.85 hectares) suitable in
size for development of a 200MW Solar Tower power station respectively.
Each application, to the Arizona State Land Department, is for marginal land that has been
identified as ideal for Solar Tower development within due diligence studies that showed all critical
development criteria, including meteorological and solar insulation parameters would be met and
exceeded at the sites.
Ownership surveys, completed in May 2009, informed both applications and identification of the
sites will remain confidential until the application process requires further disclosure in order to
avoid any prejudice to EnviroMission’s applications.
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Cultural, archeological, and environmental surveys are expected to be completed in July 2009.
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“I’ve personally walked both sites in Arizona and they tick all the boxes for Solar Tower power
station development needs – the land is flat, the weather is hot and the properties are in close
proximity to transmission infrastructure.
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“The quality of the sites, and overall market and policy opportunities currently available to
renewable energy developers in the US confirms EnviroMission’s rationale for shifting the
development priority to that market” Roger Davey, EnviroMission’s Chief Executive, said in support
of the decision to file the land applications in Arizona.
Ends.
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